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tanks. B&W/colour
photos and profiles.
SB 80pp £25.99

Blood, Steel and
Myth The II.SS-
Panzer-Korps and
the Road to
Prochorowka, July
1943  G Nipe
Detailed account of the
II SS-Panzer-Korps at
Kursk, 1943, based on
combat reports and
first-hand accounts.
HB 486pp £47.50

Tankograd Missions
& Manoeuvres 7024
Danish Battle Group
Vehicles of the Danish
ISAF Contingent in
Afghanistan 2011
C Schulze  Shows the
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cles with colour photos.
SB 64pp £13.99

Tankograd Technical
Manual Series 6022
US WWII Caterpillar
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M Franz  Illustrated
throughout. with 200
illustrations, colour
photos and drawings.
SB 64pp £9.99
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Army Vehicles
Volume 2  T Barten
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book capturing a large
collection of military
trucks in civilian use 
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US, Canada and the UK
origin. Black and white
photos throughout.
HB 168pp £39.00

Nuts & Bolts 28
Gleisketten - LKWs
Maultier (Sd.Kfz.3)
H Duske  In-depth
publication containing
a mixture of wartime
shots with in-detail
photos of existing 
vehicles in museums
and private collections.
Contains modelling tips.
SB 160pp £21.99

Repairing The Panzers
German Tank
Maintenance in
World War 2 Vol 2
L Friedli  Why did the
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large format B&W pho-
tos, diagrams & maps.
HB 256pp £34.99
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HB 300pp £39.99

Tankograd
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Special 5035 M113 in
der Bundeswehr Teil 4
P Blume  Describes
and illustrates in detail
the use of the M 113
MTW and its variants.
SB 64pp £13.99

Sd.Kfz.251 German
Half-Tracked Armored
Personnel Carrier.
Armored Personnel
Carrier Tatra OT-810
C Kliment  After the end
of the war these vehicles
were put into service in
the Czech army. In 1954
the Tatra Co. developed
a new armoured 
transporter, the OT 810. 
B&W/colour photos.
HB 120pp £25.99

Winter Uniforms  of
the German Army
and Luftwaffe in
World War II V Slegers  
In-depth study covering
all aspects of the winter
uniforms issued to,
and used by, the
ground-based troops of
the German Army and
Air Force during WWII.
HB 272pp £59.95

Normandy 44
German Helmets
D Tylisz  A collection of
German Helmets from
the Normandy battle-
field. Contains 150 
original helmets which
capture the trends of
camouflage.
SB 78pp £17.99

WWP M1 155mm
Howitzer in detail
F Koran  Colour photo
album containing
walkaround photos of
the M1 155mm 
Howitzer and M41
HMC Gorilla. With 48
pages of colour photos
with captions.
SB 48pp £15.99

Army Wheels in
Detail GM C15TA
Armoured Truck
Canadian Military
Pattern P Brojo
History, development
and use of the General
Motors of Canada
C15TA Armoured Truck.
B&W/colour photos.
SB 40pp £13.99

Images of War
British Tanks The
Second World War 
P Ware  Describes all
the British tanks that
saw service during
WWII including 
Crusader, Cromwell,
Comet, Matilda, 
Valentine, Churchill
and the US imports.
SB 144pp £12.99

Titanic and her Sisters
Olympic and Britannic
P Davies-Garner  A
summary of design
history and career of
the Titanic and her 
sisters. Contains detail
of variations, colour
photos plus much more.
SB 64pp £14.99

WM365 Semovente
da 75/18  J Ledwoch
Polish text with English
photo captions and
page summary. The
history of the early 
Italian SP guns of
World War II.
SB 66pp £15.99

WM362 PzKpfw 38(t)
vol.II J Ledwoch
Polish text with English
photo captions and 4
page summary. This
book looks at combat
operations of the
PzKpfw 38(t) tank units
during World War II.
SB 62pp £15.99

Tankograd American
Special 3017 Masster
Merdc-Dualtex Multi-
Tone Camouflage
Schemes on Vehicles
of the USAREUR in
the Cold War  H Glanz
Details the olive drab
camouflage replacement
with a new modern
multi-tone pattern.
SB 64pp £13.99

WM366 M3A1 Scout
Car J Ledwoch
Polish text with English
photo captions and 6
page summary. This
book covers the history
of the US wheeled
scout car of WWII. 
SB 74pp £15.99

WM367 Cavalier
Centaur J Ledwoch
Polish text with English
photo captions and
page summary. The
history of two British
cruiser tanks of World
War II, this book looks
at the vehicles used
for the design of the
Cromwell Tank. B&W
photos, colour profiles,
and line drawings.
SB 62pp £15.99

Polish Tracks and
Wheels 2 Vickers 6
Ton (Mark E Type A),
Vickers 6 ton (Mark E
Type B), C6P &
C6T/C7P, Polish Vickers
Part 1  A Jonca
This book tells the story
of four major tanks of
British origin used by
the Polish army in the.
SB 88pp £13.99

9 Panzer Division
1940-1943  M Kruk
9. Panzer-Division was
formed in 1940 from 4.
Leichte-Division. It took
part in the western
campaign, fighting in
the Netherlands, Belgium
and finally France before
being transferred to
Poland in Sep 1940.
B&W/colour profiles,
line drawings.
SB 144pp £19.99

Build and Convert
Airfix Military
Models T Cole
Lavishly illustrated
guide to building and
converting Airfix military
models. The book is
split into three sections,
WWI, WWII and Post
war era and covers a
plethora of military 
vehicles. Colour photos
& line drawings.
SB 128pp £19.99

Panzer Tracts 3-5
Panzerkampwagen III
Umbau Conversions
to Z.W.40, Pz.Kpfw.III
(T), Pz.Kpfw.III (Funk),
Pz.Kpfw.III (Fl),
Pz.Beob.Wg.III, SK 1,
Brueckenmaterialtra
eger, and Munition-
spanzer  T Jentz
B&W photos.
SB 52pp £17.99

SS67023 FT-17/M1917
WWI Tanks Walk
Around  D Doyle
Detailed walkaround
coverage of the Renault
FT-17 and the M1917.
Studies the details and
variations of the vehicle,
inside and out. With
colour photos. Also
available in softback.
HB 80pp £18.99

SS67024 M41 Walker
Bulldog  C T Hughes
Detailed walkaround
coverage of the M41
Walker Bulldog. With
250 Colour photos and
line drawings. Also 
available in softback.
HB 80pp £18.99

Armored Attack
1944 U.S. Army Tank
Combat in the
European Theater
from D-Day to the
Battle of Bulge
S Zaloga  An exploration
of the U.S. Army 
armoured battles that
played a vital role in the
winning of World War II.
With 1199 black and
white photos.
HB 480pp £22.99

Tankograd British
Special 9017 Task
Force Helmand
Vehicles of the
British ISAF Forces in
Afghanistan 2011
C Schulze  Shows the
vehicles fielded by
Task Force Helmand
SB 64pp £13.99

Hobart's 79
Armoured Division
at War. Invention,
Innovation &
Inspiration R Doherty
Describes how Major
General Percy Hobart
created, commanded
79th Armoured Division.
HB 232pp £19.99

Tankograd Militar
Fahrzeug 1/2012
J Vollert  Panzerbataillon
104, A ‘new’ Panzer IV,
ABLE and TBT (System
BR90), Good Bye Dutch
Armour! Plus more.
English photo captions
and English summary.
SB 96pp £9.99

Images of War
Armoured Warfare
in the North Africa
Campaign
A Tucker-Jones  The
use of armour during
the entire course of the
campaign is covered.
With 250 B&W photos.
SB 160pp £14.99
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Sven Young builds an Aussie Matilda 
using the new Tamiya kit
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The Matilda has always been one of my favourite British

vehicles, and when Tamiya announced their new kit I

waited with great excitement for it to hit the shelves. 

One particular vehicle had my interest, an Australian

Matilda serving in Balikpapan, Borneo, in 1945.  I have a

passion for jungle vehicles, so this one really hit the spot.

I also decided early on that I would include a full interior, as

well as the engine and transmission compartments and

display it all through open hatches. This would require a fair

bit of scratch building, since no aftermarket interiors were

available at the time for the Tamiya kit. Modellers wanting

to add an interior can now turn to the Inside the Armour

interior set for the Matilda. 

Searching for references
Pictures of the fighting compartment and turret interior can

readily be found in books and the internet, but it’s another

story with the engine and transmission compartments,

references of which are very rare. After a long period of

searching, however, I was able to find what I needed and I

was ready to get started!

The model
The new Tamiya Matilda is a real gem, beautifully

engineered and simple to build straight out of the box.

However, this was not destined to be an out of the box

build, so “simple to build” was not the best description for

the task I set myself. In additional to the base kit, I used the

Voyager update set, the superb Bronco plastic tracks,

various Tiger Models Matilda parts and of course a fair

amount of styrene card, strip and rod for the scratch work. 

The Australian Matilda conversions from Firestorm Models

and MR Modellbau furnished all the unique Australian

fittings, such as the front track guards, turret ring protection

etc.
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Modifying the upper hull
The first step in construction was to cut

open the engine and transmission

hatches on the left hand side of the

vehicle. This was done with a razor saw

and a sharp X-acto knife. I manufactured

the driver’s hatch handles from plastic

sheet and some left over motorcycle gear

levers, fixing them to the upper hull. This I

was to regret many times, since the

delicate assemblies broke off during

handling on several occasions, you live

and learn.

Fighting compartment
interior
The lower hull required no modifications

to enable it to accept the interior. 

I cut out shapes from plastic card for the

floor, side walls and rear fire wall, and

glued them together to form a tub. This

was not glued in to the Tamiya lower hull

yet, though, since I wanted to finish as

much of the interior as a separate part

and then fix it to the hull later on in the

build. 

The fighting compartment is a busy area,

consisting of the driver’s seat and

controls, instrument panel, ammunition

containers, shelves, storage

compartments and various pipes and

wires, most of which were scratch built.

Continuous dry fitting of all parts was key,

checking the alignment inside of the

vehicle with lower and upper hulls in

place to ensure that the interior assembly

would not foul the final assembly.

Turret interior
The turret was one of the more

complicated areas to detail simply

because of the lack of space. Dry fitting

was more essential than ever when

building the turret basket and furnishing

the tight interior with its fittings, seats,

radio and ammunition compartments. 

The gun itself is only partially scratch

built; the breech and other small parts

were taken from Vulcan Models 2pdr gun. 

The Mk.19 radio is the Bronco Models

version detailed with wiring and a

headset which was hung over one of the

Commander’s hatches.

Engine compartment
The most visible parts of the engine

compartment with one of the three

hatches open are the oil cooler and the

fuel tank, so all fabrication work was

focused on these two items and the

surrounding detail such as pipes and fluid

containers. The oil cooler was made from

plastic rod, strip and metal springs. The

fuel tank was a part from another

model with the correct shape, and

detailed with a cap and photoetched

chain. Surrounding details were added

using plastic strip, rod and metal springs.

The engines have a more shadowy

existence down in the belly of the vehicle,

but are still visible from certain angles so

they needed to be in place, albeit not

depicted in minute detail. These were

created using Panzer 38(t) engine blocks

from Tristar. The left side engine received

more detail on its upper surface, since it

was more visible through the oil cooler. 

The engine compartment access hatch

was constructed from plastic card, with

the Tamiya armoured covers fixed to the

outside. 

4
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Transmission compartment
The main component here is of course the

transmission, and this again had to be

completely scratch built. Construction was

concentrated on the exposed side of the unit,

whilst the other (hidden) end only received a

hint of detail. 

The surrounding components were then added

to give the entire engine/transmission area the

busy look of the real thing. There are two

radiators fixed on centrally located hinges

above the transmission, one needed to be

constructed showing off  both sides since it

would be opened up. They were made from

plastic card, and the grill texture recreated with

Aber photo etched netting with the correct

rectangular grid pattern.  
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At this stage the interior was painted and

weathered (more on this later), fixed into

the lower hub and the upper hull fixed in

place.

The Exterior
By the time I reached the exterior of the

model, I was completely exhausted and

almost ready to put it all aside. However, I

had a deadline to meet, for the C4 Open

modeling competition in Southern

Sweden that October, so, I gritted my

teeth and pressed on. Fortunately, the

exterior was more or less a breeze

compared to the interior and things

moved rather quickly from here. 

Apart from adding different side armour

plates, track skids, various Australian

fittings and the Bronco tracks, the rest

was built per Tamiya instructions. 

Additional detailing was sparingly added

using parts from the Voyager Matilda

detail set.

Painting
Just a short note on the paints I use. I

prefer to work with Tamiya acrylics when

airbrushing, and Vallejo acrylics for brush

painting.

Matilda interiors were painted in either

Silver (early vehicles) or White (late).

Since the Australian vehicle I was

modelling served late in the war, the

interior was painted White over a Grey

base coat. The fighting compartment was

weathered with rather strong contrasts

using dark brown washes, my experience

being that if this is too subtle, it is often

not visible through the hatches. The turret

interior received lighter more subtle

shades of weathering. The engine and

transmission compartments were painted

in metallic shades, followed by dark

washes to depict oily and grimy surfaces.

The hull and turret were painted and

highlighted in various Green tones, Nato

Black and Dark Green up to lightened

shades of Olive Green and Field Grey. 

The Red fording stripes on the side

armour were masked and airbrushed. 
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Shadowing was achieved by airbrushing

a dark shade of Brown into naturally

shaded areas adding subtle contrasts to

the overall Green of the vehicle.

All leather surfaces on seats and hatch

padding were painted in oils. Finally, the

Matilda was coated with Future Floor

polish in preparation for decals.

Markings
Unfortunately, no dedicated suitable

decals were available at the time for this

vehicle, so all markings were scrounged

from various different sets. The most

laborious task was adding the fording text

and vehicle name. As these were

unavailable on decal sheets, I had to

apply them one letter at a time using

Microscale generic lettering.

Weathering
The Matilda tank has those fantastic mud

chutes which really cry out for.. well..

mud! I did not want to make the vehicle

completely filthy, but could not resist

filling the chutes with dried mud. This was

done using Tamiya Dark Earth soil texture

paint mixed with small roots, and applied

with a toothpick ensuring a rough texture

(paint brushes tend to smooth out the

structure and you lose the grain effect as

a result). 

Mud splashes were applied by spurting

air from an airbrush through a brush

dipped in “liquid mud”. This is not always

easy to control, but the effect can be

quite authentic. Shading and highlighting

was added with various Brown washes. 

The remaining upper surfaces were

sparingly weathered with MIG pigments

and AK Interactive weathering washes in

earthy, dusty shades.
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A small vignette
In my opinion, every model deserves a base to stand on, and this Matilda was to be

no exception.  Monroe Purdue’s “sunken road” base was painted dark brown and

dressed up with various diorama products. The groundwork was built up in 4-5 layers,

ranging from ground scatter, grass, grass tufts and finally pre-painted paper foliage.

I am not much of a figure painter, but felt that this little scene could benefit from a bit

of life. The figure is from Ultracast, painted primarily in oils. Sharp eyes will detect that

he is looking at a colourful butterfly in the bushes. This tiniest detail in the vignette

provided it with its name: “The Butterfly Effect”.
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In early 2003, following a
recent return after a far
too long layoff from scale
modelling and with a
couple of aircraft under
the belt, the first armour
model I decided upon was
the Italeri version of the
Abrams M1A2. Chosen for
no other reason than that
of cost and a good review,
it turned out to be a very
easy model to put
together and, as
information was gathered,
it proved to be a
reasonably accurate
rendition.

Though certainly topical at the time, with

the build up to and the eventual Gulf War,

the build was well under way before it

was realised that no M1 ‘A2’ had actually

taken part in that first month or so of

Operation Iraqi Freedom. Despite this

considerable time was spent in adding

and improving the detail using the

photographic references available at the

time which resulted in a idealised

representation of a busy, kit laden vehicle

of the U.S. 3rd Armoured Cavalry 

These were early days as far as the return

to modelling was concerned and whilst

several enthusiastic ideas abounded not

least for another Abrams it would be a

while before the box of the newly

acquired Tamiya version was eventually

opened with intent!

US MARINE CORPS ABRAMS M1A1HA BY RAMON WILSON
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One of the Concord books used for

reference for that first Abrams featured an

M1A1HA of the U.S. 1st Marine Tank

Battalion.

Part of the 1st Marine Expeditionary Force

this 11 Platoon, B Company tank, fitted with

a mine plough, and a turret heavily laden

with kit was pictured in the ‘Place of

Paradise’ in the moments leading up to that

telling scene as the statue of Saddam

Hussein was toppled from it’s pedestal. The

name of this tank, perhaps somewhat

predictive of the events in years to follow,

was ‘Nightmares Witness’. Like many other

modellers, inspiration for a model can

come from a single image and this was

such a case, the appeal being the

commander standing on the turret still

linked by his spiral ‘coms’ cable stretching

into the hatch and the manner in which the

apparently damaged camouflage netting

draped over the turret and barrel.

Regrettably this latter feature eventually

proved to be impossible to reproduce

convincingly and the initial intention to

replicate the scene was, much later in the

build, abandoned. It was decided then to

portray the tank at some stage before the

camo was applied.

The standard M1A1 Tamiya kit had been

purchased long before the idea of this

scene and the fitting of a plough was

considered. It quickly became apparent

however that whilst the quality was well up

to Tamiya’s standard there were

shortcomings in some areas notably the

lack of anti slip surfaces, the fixed, moulded

axles which would need to be cut and

repositioned and, as it transpired, a rather

short turret. 

As a plough was required it appeared the

most cost effective way at the time was to

purchase a Trumpeter M1A1 w/TWMP kit

and use that. The bonus of doing this was

that problem of the ‘fixed axles’ was solved

at a stroke as this kit featured a lower hull

with separate axles This was married to the

Tamiya top hull with the axles positioned to

give the characteristic ‘nose’ down attitude

of a plough equipped Abrams at rest. No

problems were experienced in doing this

the two parts mating with minimal need for

filler then plasticard was used to fill in the

sponson sides above the track run.
11
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The three view drawing in the

Concord Mini series book on the

Abrams was taken at face value and

used as a reference ‘datum’.

Compared against this, the Tamiya

turret was shown to be some 4 mm

short relative to the hull length. With

the Trumpeter turret not being quite

in the same league it was decided

to purchase another Italeri kit and

use the turret from it. This was much

closer to the drawing but it would

mean cutting and lengthening the

Tamiya lower turret to fit however

with the use of a small strip of

plasticard and some filler this was

easily achieved. The Italeri turret has

a reasonable rendition of the anti-

slip surface moulded in and this was

replicated on the Tamiya hull using

Mr Surfacer 500 stippled on using a

stiff 6mm wide hogs bristle brush

with the bristles cut back to about

3mm long. Areas and protrusions

were carefully masked off using tape

and blue tack and then the Surfacer

was applied to small ‘delineated’

areas at a time ‘returning’ to the

area previously done to apply a

second stippling as each area in

turn was tackled.

With the basis of the build now

confirmed the fun part could begin –

the small modifications, distressing

and adding of parts that hopefully

imparts that ‘level of realism’ so

keenly sought after and along with it

that degree of individualism to a

model. 

Work began on the tires and these

were distressed using a rotary bur in

a mini drill taking care not to

damage the wheel rims. The centres

of the full-size hubs have a

transparent cover to view the oil

level in each wheel. An attempt to

replicate this using varnish was soon

lost under the weathering pigments

but a smear of graphite powder

buffed on with the finger tip gave a

reasonable ‘hint’ of this full size

feature.

12
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The axles were set to give the hull a front

down attitude with a couple of them on

each side set slightly up and below the

basic line. This would allow the tracks to

mould to small undulations in the base at a

later stage. The difference, rear to front,

was about 1.5mm. (IMAGE 01)

The rear segment of each side skirt (Italeri)

was cut off and a hinge connector

replicated with plastic strip and rod. The

rear ‘removable pin’ retainers for these

missing parts were detailed using plastic

rod drilled through and the retaining pins

and chains fitted. On the right side this was

distressed, the pin and chain hanging, to

give a little further interest. The tops of

these side panels were enhanced with

parts from the Eduard etch set (for the

Italeri kit), the foot step loops replaced with

Karaya cable and the mudguard return

torque rods cut off and replaced with wire

supported by very small wire eyes. (IMAGE

02)

The study of countless photos showed how

small things could be improved. For

instance the sprockets were rebuilt with a

composite of the Tamiya outer disc and the

Italeri inner (IMAGE 03) This attention to

detail would enhance the overall effect.

The various moulded handles were cut off

and replaced with varied thicknesses of

copper wire and the grills were improved

by using etched ones from the Eduard set.

The smoke grenades were turned from

sprue and these, the lights and the auxiliary

power unit (APU) were wired up using

copper wire. By annealing this in a

cigarette lighter flame this becomes very

ductile and can be shaped and moulded to

lay close to surfaces and corners.

01

02 03

ITALERI ABRAMS M1A2

13
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Further study of plough images showed

subtle differences between units however

other than the front roller and some smaller

welded on details the Trumpeter version

matched the Marines one perfectly. The

roller was turned from acrylic rod and the

‘bumps’ applied using spots of PVA glue

applied with a hypodermic needle. The

supporting arms are bent from copper wire.

The smaller over-scale brackets on the

plough parts were cut off and replaced with

plasticard and others seen on photos

reproduced. All the linkages were drilled

through, pinned and retaining ‘chains’ -

simulated by twisting very fine wire – fitted.

The USA, USMC and ‘eyes’ were hand

painted so as to get the engrained dirt

effect eliminating any ‘conflicting’ situations

that decals and weathering can sometimes

give. The concern over whether it would

actually fit the Tamiya hull proved totally

groundless and the two married together

without a hitch (hmm no pun intended

there!) Further detailing included the

release cables made from some .2mm

multi strand wire and the main electrical

cable from copper wire with the width

indicators also made from wire, the balls at

the tips formed from dipping in PVA glue

and holding inverted for a few minutes.

Finally the various chains were attached

using copper wire bent to simulate

shackles. (IMAGE 04)

With the main hull parts ready for painting

attention turned to the turret. With the

lower Tamiya part (required to fit the hull)

modified and assembled to the Italeri top

the turret was built up using parts from

both kits to achieve the best detail. Each

small area was taken at a time and detailed

from the info gleaned from photos. All

‘optics’ – cupola, drivers scopes,

Commanders thermal viewer were

simulated by using the material found in a

Xmas decorations. This gave a good

approximation to the various colours seen

on the full size and in keeping varies

depending on the view point. Each optic

has three layers – plasticard, the ‘material’

and a clear layer to give depth. (IMAGE

05)

The Combat Identification Panels (CIP) on

the rear basket and sides are from the

Tamiya OIF accessory set. 

These are modified to fit into holders made

from folded aluminium sheet which are

hung by brackets over the basket rails and

retained by ‘webbing’ straps (.05mm

copper sheet) through handles bent from

copper wire. (IMAGE 06) According to

information in Military Modelling each ‘bar’

or ‘louvre’ of these panels is covered by a

thermally reflective adhesive tape which

varies from a light grey/green to a creamy

off white colour. The front panel which is

just a flat board held to the tank by Velcro

at the corners is covered with bands of this

reflective tape and these were replicated

by masking and painting each band. The

Velcro, on both sides of this board (which

allows the boards to be ‘turned off’) is

simulated by paper tape. 

An attempt was made to make the ‘bustle

rack’, the additional storage rack fitted to

the rear of the standard one, from the

Eduard etch set but this was abandoned

after difficulty with the parts constantly

bending out of square. Another, more

substantial version, was constructed from

plastic angle, strip and brass rod and then

enhanced with parts from the Eduard set.

04 05

06
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The machine guns were improved by

turning the barrels from steel and using

some etched parts then mounting them to

their supports adding retaining pins and

light chains again simulated by twisted

wire. The optic in the mount was treated in

the same manner as previously described.

The ammunition for the 50 cal was from

Mission Models – turned brass rounds and

etched clips – a fiddly but stunningly

realistic addition whilst Aber etch provided

the 30 cal ammo.

Many small details were gradually added –

shackles, the eyes drilled out, and hung

from the basket rails. Track connecters,

occasionally seen threaded onto the front

mudguard torsion springs were cut from

spare track, threaded onto wire then hung

from the rails too. The spare wheels were

attached by track connectors as per full

size practice. When adding small details,

consideration as to how the real thing is

attached should be paramount at all times. 

Packs for instance, sag when hung, so an

attempt was made to simulate this by

adding straps to get the effect of weight

and when they lay on top of one another

they need to be shaped into each other by

grinding away with a mini drill to give a

‘soft’, pliable appearance. The packs and

sleeping bags, laying on top of the turret,

were ‘built’ into one block to give this effect

but this was mainly lost by the addition of

the Air Recognition Panel (ARP). Made from

Duro putty rolled to about .15mm thick

between two sheets of polythene using

talcum powder to prevent sticking and

allowed to cure for about an hour this was

then cut to a scale 6 x 4 feet before

draping over the parts on the turret.

Surplus ‘eyelets’ from a used sheet of etch

were fitted in six places. Duro putty was

also rolled to various thicknesses for the

bedrolls and tarpaulins with some packs

modified to take the bedrolls then

webbing/strapping, cut from .05mm copper

sheet, added. The jump leads, quite

prevalent on images of Abrams were made

from copper wire taped together at a scale

like 250mm and the connectors turned and

fabricated from plastic then fitted with

brass pins. Ration packs, bottled water,

coke cans, helmets, the rope wound

around the MCD – the eye spliced and end

whipped, ammunition boxes, Iraqi

newspapers etc etc all helped to build the

picture of a well cluttered top deck. The

coke cans were turned from aluminium,

coloured using a red felt tip marking pen,

then had the logo applied using a needle to

gently scratch away the colour – hard to

see but the effect is there. The Eduard

camouflage netting despite several

attempts to get it to lay convincingly even

though well annealed was finally ‘bundled’

and fitted to poke out from under the

conglomeration of turret stores. Olive drab

coloured threads of various thicknesses

found in the local sewing shop were used

for lashings, attention being paid to the

knots used and the ‘lay’ of any loops or

ends – these are ‘encouraged’ by the use

of very dilute PVA glue.

ITALERI ABRAMS M1A2

“EACH SMALL
AREA WAS
TAKEN AT A TIME
AND DETAILED
FROM THE INFO
GLEANED FROM
PHOTOS.”
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The back end was detailed with

the ubiquitous rolls of razor wire,

again Eduard, rolled around a

mandrel then held by wire wraps. The

metal stakes are plastic angle thinned for

scale effect and held by ‘cable ties’ made

from strips of thin (.05 mm) copper sheet.

Tow cables were Karaya cable fitted to the

kit cable ends, one slung across the back

end and the other in the retaining clips

(etch) on the turret.

All these parts from the hull upwards were

painted individually and then slowly brought

together as the build commenced. 

Tamiya paints were used throughout with

most markings being hand painted or

masked and sprayed, the only decals used

were for the labels on the Missile

Countermeasure Device on the turret top

and the name on the barrel which came

from the Echelon sheet. For quite

sometime ‘something’ not readily apparent

was obviously taped to the gas evacuator

above the name but it could not be

deciphered. Late in the day a photo was

found of marines wrapping a shiny brown

tape around their arms which turned out to

be ‘gas attack’ warning tape. The text

mentioned tank crews taping this to barrels

and the mystery was solved. It did take a

fair perusal of sweet wrappers before the

right colour and thickness was found on a

chocolate bar! (IMAGE 07)

Various filters and chipping described so

well by others in these pages before were

applied before finally fitting the stretched

sprue aerials and the two crew figures.

These were modified from the two provided

in the Tamiya kit and enhanced by the

addition of mics and coms connections,

hopefully lend credence in portraying the

vehicle at a rest break during the long

‘Thunder Run’ march to Baghdad.

07

“THIS WAS A
THOROUGHLY

ABSORBING
THOUGH QUITE

INTENSIVE MODEL
TO BUILD”
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After some four months of very entertaining

modelling the base was finally built up from

Poly-Filla using the technique previously

described in issue 47 of AFV Modeller. The

‘adventure’ was nearing it’s end and the

only thing remaining was to use various

pigments to give an overall impression of a

dusty environment with the areas of crew

movement enhanced by stippling, hopefully

bringing the tank ‘into’ its environment.

There is still the disappointment of not

being able to realistically portray the camo

netting. The images are often looked at but

no idea springs to mind that will allow

replication to a convincing standard

however the model as finished was well

rewarded at the IPMS Nationals and at the

MAFVA champs which more than makes

up for that shortcoming. The Dragon kit

awaits patiently though, maybe next time?

This was a thoroughly absorbing though

quite intensive model to build – it would be

quite remiss then not to take this

opportunity to acknowledge the patience of

my long suffering wife Sue, and to thank

her, not only for her continual interest in my

efforts as they unfold, but also her unfailing

and constant support of my modelling

endeavours. 

ITALERI ABRAMS M1A2
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The Panzer IV B was the
second version of one of
the most prolific AFV
families of WWII.

Frontal armour was increased to 30mm

and it housed a more powerful 300hp

engine (instead the Ausf A’s 250hp

engine). Weight was increased to 18

tons, so, the maximum speed was

limited to 39 Km/h on cross country

duties with a maximum range of 200 Km.

On the Ausf B, the front of the

superstructure was straight, with the

driver and radio operator level with each

other.

Other changes included the use of a new

cupola with visors to protect the vision

slots, the addition of a conical hood over

the right hand signal port in the turret roof

and the use of single piece hatches over

the driver and radio operator’s position. 

The armament was one 7,5 cm KwK37

L/24 and one 7,92 mm Mg13.s. This gun

was not very effective against other

heavily armoured tanks but superb as a

support weapon. 

Just 42 units of this version were made

from April to September 1938 and were

used during the early stages of the war.

Some of these vehicle’s chassis were

used to build some special versions and

there’s even a story about this tank

fighting in the final days of the war.

PANZER IV
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The Box Contents: 

Instruction Sheet

747 parts in grey styrene

288 "Magic Track" links

180 PE parts 

29 Clear styrene 

6 Preformed steel wire

2 Turned brass, 

1 Turned aluminim barrel

2 twisted steel wire

Some extra detailing items were added :

Friulmodel ATL-02 Pz IV Tracks

Modelkasten Stug III Ausf G detailing part set MK-A7

Modelkasten Stoppers MK-A5

21
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Running gear. The
nightmare begins.

Each bogie, including wheels, is a little kit

by itself with 18 parts. Drive assemblies

include 31 parts! Detail is stunning but a lot

of patience is required to accomplish this

step. 

Special care should be taken during this

step. Do not glue D41 and D21 parts until

you’re sure of the position of the muffler

(assembled and put in place in step 18

according construction sheet). The fixing of

these parts is not very good and some

sanding work is required on E-23 part (step

5) to get a nice fix.

Be also aware with the W6 part. The kits

provide several spare parts similar to this

one. Be sure to chose the correct one.

Careful

Just be careful where you glue the

parts, as sometimes the instruction sheet

do not show it clearly. Reference drawings

(Actung Panzer) and photos are the best

help.

BUILDING
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“Tools”

The quality of Dragon’s PE parts is not as

good as in other companies like Aber,

Voyager or Eduard. The metal is much

more fragile so I have to change some of

the original parts for the excellent

Modelkasten Stug III Ausf G detailing set. 

The parts used  from this set can be clearly

seen on the pictures (moulded in brown

plastic). In this step, my friend Antonio

Perdices helped me with the most difficult

parts. Be careful with M5 sub-assembly,

MA4 and MA8 parts are incorrectly

represented. 

Some other parts are poorly explained, as

M6 sub-assembly, so, I had to use H2 part

instead (yes, less detail but not a

headache!) MA48 PE parts were all

changed  for Modelkasten Stoppers.

The instruction sheet is completely 

unclear regarding the shovel position 

as E29 part (aerial mount) seems to be

fixed in the same place. I put the shovel 

in the only available place!

Other changes

Dragon really did their home work detailing

the turret’s interior which is very nice!

Finally, I added Friulmodel ATL-02 tracks. I

love thier tracks but the kit’s tracks are also

excellent in plastic.

23
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Step 4: Pin Washes

For further steps, this is the most important

one. All the details, the different textures,

surfaces come to life now. First at all, a nice

coat of Tamiya’s Clear is applied all around

the vehicle to facilitate the washes.

For this step, I used my habitual mix of

Tamiya’s brown and black. The way you

work making pin washes using enamel and

acrylic products are completely different.

With enamel paints, I personally do not

take too much care applying the paint. 

I do it in a quick way and I cover the entire

tank at the same time. Once I finish

applying the washes, I start to remove it

carefully detail by detail with a brush

damped with thinner. As enamel paint dries

in 2-3 days, I can make a lot of

revisions here and there. 

Step 1: Surface Primer

There are a lot of possibilities and products

you can use.

For kits just made with plastic, a nice coat

of grey or even black (or white) is sufficient

(but never forget to clean the plastic parts

with water and detergent!).

But in multi-media kits, special care should

be taken with metal and aluminium parts.

Special primers should be applied on these

elements to avoid undesirable problems

when we re working on them. I used Gunze

Metal primer just over metal parts and

once dried, Tamiya primer (applied with an

airbrush) all over the vehicle.

Step 2: Grey Base
Colour

I used a grey base colour made with

Tamiya’s XF-25 (sea grey) and XF-1 (black).

I highlighted the base colour using XF-2

(white) and more XF-25 until I get the

desired colour. I used Lacquer Thinner and

as usually, I applied the paint in several fine

coats. 

Deliberately, I slightly changed the colour of

some parts and surfaces to achieve a more

rich depth of appearance. 

Step 3: Dunkel Braun
Ral 7017

This typical early war colour was made

mixing H-406 Brown Chocolate and H-79

Sand Yellow from Gunze Sangyo. I applied

the paint in cloud-shape spots on

approximately on 1/3 of the vehicle surface

with soft edges. I was really worried about

this colour as I wanted some contrast with

the grey. The final Dunkel Braun I applied to

the kit was significantly lighter than my real

references but sometimes, we have to

choose between being absolutely

historically accurate or being more

unrealistic but attractive (for my taste). I

confess, I always choose attractive

solutions!

01

04

02 03

PAINTING
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Step 5: Tutti-Frutti

I honestly do not know what to call this

step! 

I'm no expert of art and even less of the

theory of light and colour. Calling it a

particular ‘method’ would be foolhardy on

my part. So, you can call this step whatever

you want! 

Once the pin washes have been applied to

every detail all over the kit, we can safely

say we know every corner of the tank.

While applying these washes, I was

recognizing textures, shapes, materials,

details, functions of each element …. 

With the acrylic modulation, using acrylic

paints, perfect for this task, it’s time to add

personality and, why not, colour, to these

small parts. These parts, would have

probably gone unnoticed without the pin

wash.

So, using acrylic paints, we start

highlighting these small details in order to

obtain an attractive colour result. Why do I

paint in this way? These are my reasons

(maybe true for me, but questionable for

others!)

The light is not reflected in the same way

on a smooth surface or on a rough surface. 

On horizontal surfaces, dust detracts the

base colour. The dust hardly accumulates

on vertical or very inclined plates. 

Sloping surfaces are those that receive

more light. In vertical or inclined surfaces,

dirt tends to accumulate in the lower parts

of the plates.

On mobile elements, like hatches, fuel

caps, box lids, tools, dust accumulation is

inversely proportional to the use of these

items, so, their colours need to be more

vivid than that of surrounding static

surfaces.

With the following weathering steps, the

“tutti-frutti” appearance of the vehicle will

be reduced to slight and subtle differences.

For my personal taste, these subtle colour

variations all around the tank give it a really

attractive “eye-catching” aspect to the

finished model. 

05
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Step 6: Chipping &
Tools

Not too much to say about this step. My

intention is to make a battered operative

vehicle. In fact, Initial Pz IVs had a few

years of operative life before WW·II.

Chips are made using a highlighted base

colour for the superficial chips and

scratches and a mix of red and black (50-

50) acrylic paints for the deepest. Wood

chips and scratches were made using

sand colour.

I also applied a very vivid base colour for

the tools and the decals. I painted the tools

and accessories using Vallejo colours,

trying to highlight some parts of the

elements to have a more attractive result.

For the wood parts I used two different

mixes (all from Vallejo paints range)

Mix 1: Weathered wood + Buff + Light grey

Mix 2: Light rust + Buff + Orange

Metal parts were primary painted in black.

Then, I applied graphite with a pencil.

Finally, using different oils shades (dust,

rust), I managed to get a battered 

look to the tools.

Step 7: Oils

Once again, not too much to

say in this step! We never

must forget classical

techniques as they’re

unbeatable for certain

effects!

Once again, we look for

some  rich appearance

using filters. Also, we start

the weathering with some

fading effects in selected

places.

Some colours start to get

less vivid. “Tutti Frutti”

begins to have a more

subtle appearance, but the

minimal colour variations

still are visible. The best

results using “tutti-frutti” are

achieved when you do not

see it! It’s  natural to your

eye, not “artificial”
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Step 8: Dust

8.1 - Preliminary works. Dust base

To begin this step, I previously applied a

nice coat of Marabu matt varnish to protect

previous work.

Dusting a model can be worrying work. All

previous work can be ruined if we’re not

able to make a realistic and attractive

dusting. The real problem is … that the real

dust over tanks, over our cars … is dull.

Very very dull. 

If our choice is to make a visually attractive

model and you have spent hours and hours

applying the techniques explained above,

the same care and the same grade of

finesse regarding colour richness must be

used here.  

A nicely dusted vehicle is not a model

covered with dust. The feeling in a dusty

model is achieved in the contrast between

clean and dusty surfaces. So, we must

study strategically the places where the

dust will be heavier. 

These are the steps I followed to apply the

dust:

8.2 - Mix 20% of XF-57 thinned with Tamiya

enamel thinner (blue cap)

Airbrush this mix using low pressure with

not too much paint in to strategically

previously selected places. The result

must have some parts heavy with dust

close to clean parts to strengthen the

sense of dust. Do not try to make all the

dust at the same time, just do it with care,

little by little. This is the crucial step. Think

carefully where and how much dust you’ll

add to each place.

After waiting 5-10 minutes, remove the

excess of paint with a brush dampened

with thinner like when you’re making a pin

wash. I like this technique as you can

retouch the dust even days after if you’re

not completely happy with the result.

Repeat all the process until you get the

desired result.

In order to protect the Tamiya’s dust base

paint, apply some more matt varnish

before changing this dull base colour using

enamels or filters. This is not necessary if

you’re using Vallejo Acrylic paint for

changing base colour.

Once this step is finished, we have a

completely different kit. 

8.3 - Finishing the dust - After applying a

nice coat of matt varnish from Marabu, I

started making some tonal variations with

acrylic paints (dark mud, buff, Iraqi sand

and black) to the airbrushed dust base

colour. Acrylic paint is specially valuable on

vertical surfaces.

The result was still unrealistic (for my taste),

so, I decided to use oils to get much more

richer horizontal surfaces contrasts with

dust. I also applied some “extra” dirt

(grease, asphalt oil paint is really great to

simulate grease, adding some gloss

varnish) to some surfaces prone to be

specially dirty.

8.1

8.38.2
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Step 9: Mud

A really terrifying step for a lot of modellers.

There are a lot of ways to make realistic

mud. You can use plaster mixed with resin

and pigments, you can use putty to

simulate the muddy surface … and you can

also use the new products available on the

market.

Mud in a pot is a really nice “mud in a pot”

product. It s completely acrylic and can be

mixed and coloured with Vallejo paints very

easily. 

You can also add some grains of sand in

order to get a more attractive final look and

texture. Other excellent products are

available, as new Tamiya Texture paints.

They work exactly in the same way, but you

can only use Tamiya acrylics to change the

supplied colour. I use both companies

“mud” and I can say that they’re excellent!

Applying the product: … awful step …

nightmares ... will I be able to get a nice

result from this?

Airbrushed Tamiya’s enamel buff… may be

this is getting better?

Cleaning the dust… using, as usual, a brush

dampened with thinner

Oils: … using ochre, burnt sienna and black,

I change the base buff colour in order to

get more realistic (realistic or aesthetic?)

results and look. This is the REAL question.

Shall we make realistic or attractive

weathering? No answers!! Just your taste!!!
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Step 11: Final Touches

Yes, I know, this is a generic step but it s

the most important step. Once you have

the model finished, you start to look at it

again and again trying to find weak points,

undesired fingerprints, residual solvents

spots … and also repeating some steps like

pin washes, adding some more dirt here

and there, cleaning some parts overdone,

so on. 

In this final step, I also applied some

graphite to simulate bare metal on some

specifically places to simulate 

crew’s abrasion. I recommend 

4B pencils for this task.

Step 10: Tracks

These are the different steps I did to paint

the tracks:

Primer base coat over the friul tracks

previously washed with soap.

Using an 80% Brown Earth + 15% Panzer

grey + 5% Red mix, I applied the tracks

base colour.

I added some colour variation to the tracks

adding buff, black and red in order to get a

more attractive appearance.

Using a sponge and Vallejo acrylic colours

(rust colours), I added some rust randomly

to the tracks.

Using different rust oils colours (from light

to dark nearly black), I added some filters

randomly to the different links.

A nice coat of Marabu matt varnish is

airbrushed to protect previous works.

Using washes again, I added mud to the

tracks in the same way as the hull and

wheels.

Acknowledgements
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up close
SHERMAN

The A57 Multibank is exemplary of the desperate need the Allies saw for
high-horsepower, low weight tank engines during the early stages of the US
involvement in WWII. Five 6-cylinder engines were joined to a common
crankcase to form this unusual powerplant.

The M4A4 was created specifically to house the huge 30-
cylinder Chrysler A57 Multibank engine.   The powerplant
required the hull be extended 11 inches, and an unusual
bulge be added to the engine deck to accommodate the
massive radiator. 

T
he quest for suitable power plants for the vast numbers of

M4 Sherman Medium tanks brought about many of the
variations in production. Chrysler had developed the A57
Multi-bank engine in 1942 for use in the M3A4 Lee. The

engine was built up from 5 gasoline powered 6-cylinder engines
arranged around a common crankcase housing. In order to fit
this large and complex assembly into a Sherman is was
necessary that the hull of the tank to be lengthened by 11
inches, and elimination of fuel tanks within the engine
compartment. The new design housed a huge single radiator
with armoured bulges in the engine deck and floor plate ahead
of the engine. The longer hull required increased spacing
between the bogie assemblies and tracks lengthened by 4 links
per side.  The resultant tank was designated the M4A4, known
as the Sherman V in Commonwealth service.

A total of 7499 M4A4s were produced at the Chrysler Tank
Arsenal in Detroit between July 1942 and September 1943.
Running changes common to the M4 series were incorporated
into the M4A4 tanks such as elimination of the direct vision doors
for the drivers and later M34A1 gun mounts replacing the M34.
All M4A4s were built with the three-piece bolted differential and
final drive cover.

The U.S. regarded the M4A4 as unsuitable for overseas combat
service with their units. Over 7100 M4A4s were provided to the
U.K. through Lend Lease including many remanufactured tanks
that had previously been used by training units in the U.S. 

Special thanks to Scott Taylor and Rob Ervin and the staff of the
Canadian War Museum for their help with this segment.
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The glacis plate of the M4A4 is made up of welded castings and
pieces of rolled plate. The driver’s hood castings show a distinctive
under cut in their lower edge just above the forward weld seam.
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The left portion of the differential cover is a mirror image of the right.
Each side is equipped with a towing lug that can mount a clevis for
attaching a cable to the front of the tank. The tank is fitted with T48 rubber
chevron tracks.

David Doyle’s series offering a
modellers’ guide to the Sherman

The mount for an extra antenna or “antenna pot” is larger at the base on
the M4A4 than other M4 series tanks.  The .30 cal. machine gun barrel on
this example is a mock up and is much longer than normal. The tank is also
missing the guards for the headlights.

The three-piece differential housing has a large bulge on each side to
mount the final drive assemblies. The plug on the inside of the bulge is for
filling the housing with lubricant.

Sherman V 

The well-preserved M4A4 featured here is on display inside the Canadian
War Museum, Ottawa, Canada. (Scott Taylor)

Foundry marks are present on all of the cast parts of the differential cover
and glacis plate. The large central glacis plate casting includes the mounting
socket for the bow machine gun.

Between the driver’s hoods on the glacis is a short piece of angle iron.
This is provided to keep any small arms fire from deflecting upwards and
entering the turret below the gun shield, or fouling the surfaces of the internal
parts. (Photo by Scott Taylor)

The
(M4A4)
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The glacis plate is attached to the hull side plates by large welds. The
glacis armour plate was 2” thick, while the hull sides were 11/2”. 
(Photo by Scott Taylor)

The opening in the right side of the outer gun shield is for the direct sight
telescope for the gunner. The wide M34A1 gun mounts with its improved
direct sight were used in late production M4A4s. Note the casting marks on
the right side of the inner shield. (Photo by Scott Taylor)

The antenna pot is a large armoured casting that is welded over a hole
in the right glacis armour. This allows the tank to carry a second radio in the
hull. A circular sheet metal cover is removed to expose the antenna socket
in the top of the fitting. (Photo by Scott Taylor)

This tank features 1” thick appliqué armor plates on the hull side over the
areas of internal ammunition stowage. The tank lacks the complete armour
kit that incorporated 1½ “ plates on the fronts of the driver’s hoods.

A common addition to Commonwealth Shermans was a set of eight tie
down points on the left side of the turret for attaching a large vehicle size
roll of camouflage netting. The opening for the 2” smoke mortar is seen at
the turret’s top edge.

Another common fitting on Commonwealth Shermans is a sheet metal
blanket box on the turret bustle. The box was mounted to the turret with a
heavier piece of steel strip which surrounded the box. There were several
patterns of boxes used on the M4 including the rounded box used on the
Crusader turret.

32

Sherman V 
The

(M4A4)
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The hull hatches of later production M4A4s were equipped with fixed
periscopes mounted forward in the hood castings, helper springs to assist
in opening the hatch, and latches to hold them in place once opened. (Photo
by Scott Taylor)

The idler wheel was mounted on an eccentric axle that allowed the track
tension to be set by rotating the wheel. The jam nuts at the bottom of
the fitting were loosened and the tension was set on the large hex nut
on the left with a spanner. 

The idler wheel is an all steel unit made up from stamped plates welded
into the outer wheel. The center hub is equipped with two grease fittings for
lubrication. The strip at the lower edge of the hull side plate is for attaching
sheet metal sand shields.

Extended end connectors or “duckbill grousers” are welded to the track
end connectors to increase the tank’s flotation on soft ground.

The standard VVSS style M4 suspension is used on the M4A4. All M4A4
production received the straight return roller bracket shown here with the
spacer block that raises the return roller. The stamped road wheels and
forged drive sprocket are common on late production tanks.

This view provides good detail of the outside of the extended end
connectors. These fittings became quite common on M4 series tanks in the
later stages of the war in Europe.

33
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An identifying feature of M4A4s is the square of armour plate added to the
rear of the turret ring splash rail casting. This plate covered the rain water
drain hole in the rail casting. This plate is not present on other welded hull
M4s. 

The shape of the rear hull plate of the M4A4 is distinctive, with the upper
plate being shorter than that found on the M4A2, and M4A3. The four upper
brackets on the plate are for attaching a large stowage box for the crew’s
personal belongings. 

One identifying feature of the M4A4 is the large armoured cover at the front
of the engine deck that covers the radiator top. The top of the cover is
equipped with a filler for coolant.

On each corner of the rear deck are scoops that ventilate the area aft of the
fuel tanks and provide access to a box like area where track grousers are
stowed. Forward and to the right of the scoop is the bracket for the cable
end. (Photo by Scott Taylor)

A close up look at the cover shows the bolts that fasten it to the deck
plate. The cover is a single piece armored casting, with a grate for air intake
just forward of it. A similar protruding casting is present on the hull floor to
clear the large radiator.

Another modification made to British Shermans was the addition of fire
extinguishers to the outer rear edge of each side of the upper hull. To the
rear of the fire extinguisher is the left rear tail light and its guard.

Sherman V 
The

(M4A4)
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One Sixteenth

The Editor continues the multipart project building Trumpeter’s
astonishing 1:16th Scale King Tiger with full interior

36

In this installment of the build I turned my

attention to completing the rear of the King

Tiger hull with all the assorted stowage and the

dreaded jack which is almost a project in itself.

Up until now I had not fixed the turret walls to

the turret floor to allow access to the interior. Now it

was time to fit the remaining bits of interior detail and

glue on the turret walls. Time also to see if everything

that had be dry fitted like the turret ammunition racks

would still fit when everything was glued down and

there was also some changes to be made to the

underside of the turret bustle. With the three year

anniversary of the project at hand it was entirely

appropriate to have mostly completed work on the

tank’s interior.
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On the outside I added lifting lugs from the ABER detail set and then softened
them with Mr Surfacer. The cast texture was enhanced with Mr Surfacer
which was lightly sanded when dry.

On the right hand cover I added the torch cuts where the casting lugs had
been removed. The pivot for the starter crank was reworked complete with
fine chain supplied by MDC and casting numbers were added to the side.

The Jack block was modified by sanding off all the moulded detail and new
lines and woodgrain texture were engraved into it. The straps and locking bar
come fro the ABER detail set.

The rear reflector is also another quick fix from the ABER correction set.

The exhaust covers are supplied with hollow interiors. The real parts are big
castings so the insides were filled with Magic Sculp to give the correct look.

The modified exhaust parts test fitted on the hull. These parts will be left
unglued to make painting easier.

The rear light fitting was replaced using parts from the ABER detail set. A
section of clear kit sprue was used to make the lens and this will be coloured
later. Also visible are the modified kit wingnuts used on the tow hook brackets

A

B
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The exhaust pipes require only small improvements. I added casting numbers
A to the lower portion using Archer surface details, the strengthening rods in
the mouths B and I added some surface texture using Mr Surfacer.
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One Sixteenth

The jack fitted into its rack with the handle clipped under the spring clip to
prevent it from swinging around.

Moving up to the corner of the engine deck I replaced the tube on the fuel
tank breather with brass rod for a more detailed finish.

38

One of my least favourite parts of the model is the jack. Fortunately Trumpeter
have made a reasonable attempt at this and ABER provide details for the
ratchet and cover plates. Brass tube was used for the folding handle and rod
for the grab handles.

The Jack stowage rack was based around the ABER parts. Both ABER and
Trumpeter show an angled section at the back of the lower leg but all my
reference showed both legs straight. Locking pins are not fixed at this stage
and kit wingnuts are modified kit parts.
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Inside the turret there were some loose ends to be finished like these
cardboard tubes which hold flare cartridges. These were made from plastic
tube with a rod insert to give the lipped tops.

Another piece to add was C the case for the spare MG barrels. I had two
attempts at scratchbuilding these as the Verlinden example is very
undersized. Eventually we had them CAD rendered and they are now part of
the AFV Modeller range of resin details. 

I wanted a natural look as if the crew had taken off their headphones to climb
out of the vehicle so everything would be close at hand.

The Commander’s comms equipment plugs into the dedicated kasten box D
on the rim of the cupola. With my removeable roof this way impractical so I
had to find an alternative location and the recoil guard looked like a natural
place to hang headphones.

With these parts in place it was finally time to glue the turret walls to the floor.
Plenty of test fitting along the way meant that everything joined without any
complications.

With the walls secure I could work safely on the turret underside. Joint lines
would need to be filled and the shape of the overhang guard E modified. The
turret base plate has yet to be fitted in this picture.

The moulded on guard was cut away because it fouls the anti-mine screens
on the engine deck.

C
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Time to add the comms equipment for the Gunner and Commander. The
Headphones and throat mics were made in the same way as those for the
Driver and Radio Operator see part 15.

D

E
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One Sixteenth

Weld detail was added to the swing arm of the cupola hatch. With the turret walls in place I could finally fit the scissors telescope in its
stowage rack. The webbing strap was made from lead sheet which was
textured by rolling a round file over it.

The underside of the turret bustle also carried a thin coat of zimmerit  so this
was replicated with Magic Sculp in the same way as over the rest of the
vehicle.

The angled bracket comes from the ABER detail set and just required a weld
bead. The two recessed screw heads are also ABER products.

Around the time I cut out the turret roof I removed the small lip along the
front of the turret. The new lip was cut from plastic sheet and weld bead
detail applied around its edge.

The turret base plate in position now the shape of the rear stepped area F
needs to be corrected. The area was built up with plastic card and any gaps
or seams filled with white Miliput.

The overhang guard is a simple sheet metal structure in reality, but proved
quite tricky to manufacture from plastic sheet with all the different radii.

The new guard clears the engine deck screens thankfully!

F
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The hatch was glued into position after the area around the opening had
been pre-painted. The locking levers were polished and painted in Alclad
steel and the cable was finished in Mr Metalcolor stainless.

The pivot mechanism for the cupola hatch was fitted to the lip of the cupola.
The bare metal shaft was finished in Alclad steel and AK Interactive streaking
grime was used to create grease stains on the shaft.

The final demolition charge container and its rack could now be fitted to the
left hand turret wall.

The roof support for the Gunner’s sight G was fitted to the bracket on the
sight. Fixing this to the roof would have caused damage to the sight every
time the roof is removed so fitting it inside the turret was the best solution.

A certain amount of bad language was required to fit the ammunition racks
inside the turret but they did squeeze in as planned. Note how they restrict
access to the rear hatch when fully stowed.

Actually closing the hatch was fiddly with the wire needing to thread through
the loop on the turret wall. The locking levers were set into the vertical closed
position. The wire was allowed to dangle naturally from the loop.

The whole assembly is installed inside the turret. I had to move the Gunner’s
headphones slightly to accommodate the fitting. 

The turret rear hatch was already painted and ready to fit, I had to make the
pull cable for which I used some fine copper cable and soldered together a
handle from brass rod.

G
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The project continues in the next Issue.
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KEEPING TRACK new releases

Dragon 1:35 King Tiger Last Production with Transport Track
Dragon have dipped into their extensive parts bin for this one and much of the
kit is carried over from their older King Tiger kits, something which is indicated
by the photographic style instructions which Dragon dabbled with a good few
years ago. It is some time since I have looked at one of Dragon’s King Tiger
kits and with three years of 1:16th King Tiger build behind me I am probably
going to be one of the most picky reviewers they could ask for! The main hull
and turret components are from the old kits and they lack a little of the sparkle
of their current kits. Armour interlocks lack torch cut texture, weld beads around
the turret roof are wrong and the engine deck has a two dimensional look to it.
There is also a missing weld bead at the back of the hull deck. Critically the
turret roof comes with moulded on weld bead detail around the rim of the
cupola. Final production models had bolted cupolas and this will not be easy to
fix. There are some new sprues in the kit with a choice of cupola style with
internal detail, new exhaust covers, new smooth mantlet, late style 18 tooth

sprockets and new connecting links for the transport tracks. modellers have to
shave off the locations for the turret track hangers along with the turret piltzen
in order to apply the new versions - its a bit vague especially the hangers which
should also be in rows of three for the single link track. No mention is made
either of the five foliage loops on each side of the turret. Also absent is the
latching hook on the engine inspection hatch. The kit does provide a metal gun
barrel, photoetched frets with the engine deck screens and a wire tow rope and
a tiny decal sheet with three balkencruz. Overall then a little disappointing.
Dragon could have revised the whole kit bringing it up to their current high
standards but sadly it is starting to look its age especially when you compare
old and new parts. The errors with the welded cupola and track hangers are
really unforgivable as they are key features of the final model. An opportunity
missed.

Another subject in the list of kits you never really expected to see released
which makes it all the more welcome and it allows Dragon to utilise their
excellent 15cm sIG 33 and parts from their Panzer II kits. Dragon have taken
the trouble to rework their PzII roadwheels for this extended chassis with the
new ones being far crisper and more subtle than the originals which are also
included. Magic tracks are the choice of tracks and with the new wheels the
running gear should look superb. Inside the open topped hull there is some
fairly basic interior detail with an ‘I’ beam gun mount, firewall, driver’s seat and
offset transmission tunnel. There is however no gearbox, proper floor for the
hull or fuel tank and the transmission tunnel stops in mid air. Given that Dragon
provided these parts in their PzII kits this seems a strange oversight. Reference
on this vehicle is scarce so might explain why the designers have chosen not to
guess? The engine firewall in the hull is positioned so far back that insufficient

space is provided for the engine. I would think it would be more sensible to use
the PzII interior parts. Moving up to the upper hull and the insides of the
fighting compartment are well detailed complete with radio equipment and
charge boxes for the gun. The engine deck comes with photoetched screens
for the vents. The gun is carried over unmodified along with its turned
aluminium barrel and receives new gun shields complete with photoetched
range tables. Given the rarity of the vehicle I was surprised to discover seven
different sets of markings provided with the kit with all but two serving in North
Africa. Overall the quality of the parts is all that we have come to expect from
current Dragon kits and it remains to be seen just how much of the hull interior
is visible with that big gun in position. At least those who want to can source
the missing interior parts from the Panzer II kits should it prove to be a
problem.

Dragon 1:35 Bison II 15cm s.IG 33 (Sfl) auf Pz.Kpfw.II
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Dragon 1:35 Neubau-Fahrzeug Nr. 3-5

This months award for the most impressive piece of injection moulded plastic
goes to Dragon for the jaw-dropping upper hull moulding in this kit. This simply
needs the floor plate attaching and features some pleasing weld bead detail
and ultra-crisp hinge detail. The road wheels are assembled onto strips which
then plug into the underside of the sponsons making for what looks like a
pleasingly quick and straight forward build. Individual track links are supplied
but they are not magic tracks and will have to be removed from the sprues.
Treadplate trackguards feature the cross pattern on both sides and the
delicately moulded tools come with moulded clasps. The fold down headlamp
on the glacis can be positioned in the open or closed position. The small
Panzer 1 style turrets feature openable visors but the big main turret lacks any

real detail on the inside faces of the hatches which is a little strange. The vision
slots for the side hatches are moulded separately and these actually have an
open slot in them. A clear sprue provides the lenses and visors for the smaller
turrets and there is a small photoetched fret with replacement ribs for the rear
air intake or you can use a plastic version if you prefer. Eight different schemes
are supplied although several are duplicates of the same vehicle with the big
turret numbers painted over. The overall impression of the kit is very good and
the level of detail is high with the exception of the hatches. If you want to open
any of the hatches to add a crew you will have to add your own interior detail
as they lack anything at all as supplied. Well worth checking out though just to
see that hull moulding - it is very impressive!

Bronco’s kits continue to improve in leaps and bounds and if you want an
example of just how good they are you could do no worse than look at their
staggering Humber Armoured car which comes with a complete interior. The
quality of moulding is among the best that modern kits can offer with sharp
crisp detail and some amazingly fine moulded parts. The wheels are cleverly
handled with the tread pattern moulded separately to the tire walls and wheel
hub. The tire sidewalls have Firestone logos and pressure details subtly
moulded onto them too. The level of detail inside the vehicle is especially
impressive with a beautifully detailed engine and gearbox which is then
assembled into the chassis. I am no expert on the Humber but it looks like the
only additional detail that might be required is some cabling for the engine.
Driver’s pedals and instrument pedal are all replicated and ammunition racks
feature individually moulded rounds. The underside of the vehicle receives the
same level of detailed attention. The left hand hull door can be opened to show

off the interior but the right hand door is moulded in position. The upper hull
features an extremely fine toothed turret ring and the driver’s visor can be
opened or closed. Inside the turret the detail continues with a complete interior
package with breech, radio and turret basket. There is a photoetched fret
included as well as two flexible MG ammunition belts. The decal sheet provides
markings for five different vehicles, one of which is a captured example in
German markings. The instruction booklet is very comprehensive and deserves
a mention as it mixes coloured print, CAD diagrams and photos of real parts to
supplement the excellent line drawings. Very much a state of the art kit with an
incredibly well detailed interior. This kit would be impressive even without the
interior detail but with all that it must rate as one of the nicest kits that we have
seen this year. Our sample kindly supplied by Hobbylink Japan
www.hlj.com/afv
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Bronco 1:35 Humber Armoured Car MK.IV
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new releases

A bumper batch of new releases from S2K starting with WWII era British
Commonwealth troops, ideal to partner the ever growing range of British
vehicle kits, jolly good show! Some are familiar being released previously under
a different brand but S2K have used the same sculptor to expand the range of
their cleanly cast figures. S2KF006 and 07 are a casually posed Bren team, 08
is a Tommy digging, 010 is a British Tommy in a kneeling position and my
favourite 011 which is a despatch rider to suit one of the new British bikes
released of late. S2KF009 is a German tanker in a relaxed maintenance pose.
All figures are in 1:35 although the packaging doesn't mention the fact.
S2KF004 is a selection of six British heads sporting a variety of headgear and
S2KF005 gives you a selection of different boots with socks and gaiters to add
detail to plastic figures or help with your conversions. Still on the British theme
S2KA013 provides a full set of 1:35 roadwheels with damaged tyres for
Cromwell or Challenger based vehicles and S2KA017 is to ease the assembly
of the bogie springs on the new Vulcan models Vickers Light Tank. Marc Day of
S2K told me he decided to master these pieces after finding assembly of the kit

parts tricky and time consuming. German vehicles also come in for updates
with S2KA014 to suit the Hobby Boss Sd.Kfz.222 with various suspension
details (wishbones, axles etc) and interior parts including radio and turret items.
Wheels are also available for all of the brands of 222 kits with enhanced detail
and nicely defined tyre tread pattern. There are new additions to the S2K 1:9th
bust range with an SS Tank Commander S2KB003 and an American Civil War
Infantryman. Finally S2KA016 is a set of resin wheels to suit any Opel Maultier
based vehicle. S2K are a UK supplier of Passion Models of Japan who have
decided to address the wheel detail on the CMK 35(T) recently re-boxed by
Tamiya. This set of roadwheels and return rollers are produced in styrene as
per regular kit parts and have much improved hub detail and tyre profile, these
pop straight onto the kit mounting points. Another Tamiya kit is offered a detail
upgrade from Passion Models with 35-052, TigerI full mudgaurd/fender set
comprising of etched brass, resin and styrene (wingnuts) parts offering
excellent detail and quality. Take a look at www.sovereign2000.uk.com for more
details.

S2KF004 

S2KF005 S2KF007 S2KF010 

S2KF009 

S2KAO14 SUSPENSION PARTS

S2KA017

S2KA016

35-052

S2KA013

Sovereign 2000, Resin figures and accessories
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S2KF011 

S2KF006 

S2KB003

S2KAO14
TURRET
PARTS
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It is great to see this vehicle released as a plastic kit and the team at ICM have
made a very nice job of it too. The quality of the moulding is excellent with nice
crisp detail, some really delicate parts and no flash. Assembly begins with the
engine which is easily detailed enough to allow the bonnet to be opened and
the ladder chassis. The wheels are competent without being exceptional and I
was a little disapointed to find they do not have the big chunky cross country
tires shown on the box art. No doubt the aftermarket manufactures will provide
these soon. The passenger compartment is assembled around a floor pan from
separate panels and the big comfortable seats are all comprised of multiple
parts. The doors are moulded as pairs but separate from the rest of the body
so that modifying them to be in the open position should not be too difficult. A
clear sprue provides all the glazing and so the side windows can be modelled

up or down but the soft top is only provided in the folded down stowed
configuration. The bonnet is provided in separate panels so folding it open to
show the engine is entirely possible. The front wheel mudguards and the
running boards are moulded as a single piece so there will be no problems in
aligning these. The kit also includes a really lovely looking set of four figures
designed to compliment the vehicle. Two officers a driver and a frauline all
superbly sculpted with real attention to detail around the badges and insignia.
No photoetch in the kit but then it doesn’t look like it needs it but there are
three different sets of markings supplied, two in overall grey and the third in
pale grey and black as depicted on the box art. If it builds as well as it looks
then this will be a delightful model and top marks to ICM for the quality of their
production. Our sample kindly supplied by Hobbylink Japan www.hlj.com/afv

ICM 1:35 Daimler-Benz G4 1939 Production

Tim Perry, the man behind Fighting 48th! spoke with us at the recent Scale
Model World show about his latest full kit, the British Cruiser A34 Comet. A first
look into the stout corrugated box and you're immediately impressed with the
quality of the presentation with parts for the sub-assemblies all neatly bagged
and labeled. What's more impressive is the stunning quality of the resin parts,
some of the best casting you'll ever see and as all of the masters are produced
from CAD drawings, the detail is as good as it gets and a quick dry fit of some
of the larger parts we're promised a precision fit. The lower hull consists of
bottom and side plates with the suspension trailing arms moulded in place, this
is closed off with an impressive single piece hull top and separate front glacis.
Wheels and tracks exhibit more superb delicate detail, the tracks being in a link
and length style. Mudgaurds are provided on the etched brass fret along with

other fine detail parts for hull and turret, the turret itself is again beautifully
handled with open hatches and well rendered mantlet cover. A detailed gun
breech is included and a metal barrel and machined brass muzzle along with
turned brass MGs. Finishing off the very comprehensive package are two
excellent figures and a decal sheet offering six sets of markings and fully
detailed assembly instructions which utilize the original master CAD illustrations
fully. You really feel that Fighting 48th want you to enjoy building this kit and a
great deal of time has been taken in doing so. Such high quality comes at a
price but you won't be disappointed with this superb kit. 
www.fighting48th-shop.com is the place to look them up along with other 1:48
upgrades and accessories.

Fighting 48th! 1:48 A34 Comet
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new releases

This exciting new range from Hungarian manufacturer Limes Model utilises the latest
cutting technology to provide the precision of photoetch metal but unlike the inherent
‘flat’ appearance of photoetch, the composite material has depth lending itself
perfectly to certain components with a stunning quality of finish as you can see from
the photographs. Lets hope there’s more to come in the series as various slatted
armour and grilles would look superb in this medium. Starting with diorama
accessories 72001provides a pair of tree grid frames (as you see around the base of
a tree in urban settings) the same for 48002 in 1:48 and 35001 in 1:35. 72004 gives a
selection of six drain covers which could adapt to other scales. The GMC CCKW
352/353 is provided with a front grille, all designed to work with any manufacturer’s
kits, in 1:48 48015 for the early version, 48016 the rounded style. 1:35 35014 is the
early symmetrical version with blackout light frame and 35015 the version without.
Still truckin’ 35021 is a grille for the Studebaker US-6 from ICM. 35032 still in 1:35 is
an excellent replacement rear exhaust grille for any M1A1 Abrams and finally the most
impressive 35026 is a replacement rear upper hull roof section for the Hobby Boss
Sd.Kfz.222. www.limesmodel.hu has more details and English translation but we
struggled to find clear instructions on the small jig and wire included with 48015 and
35021, presumably to create light guards. www.limesmodel.hu

It's always exciting to see what Archer will come up with next, always
the innovators and synonymous with quality all of these new releases
are dry rub-downs in 1:35. AR35350 Panther Ausf D, A and G exterior
stencilling and AR35351 interior stencils visible through hatches,
enough with both for several vehicles. AR35352B gives you a host of
stencils for unpainted German WWII cargo boxes and AR35352W a
similar set in white and red (red crosses for medical supplies) to suit
painted boxes. Still with German subjects AR 35353 covers interior
stencils for TigerI with many common to other armoured vehicles. The
recent Hobby Boss White Scout Car kit is treated to detailed placards
and instruments with AR35354 as is the recent Dragon Sd.Kfz.10/5
with AR35355, both supply enough for two models and will be nicely
displayed on these roofless vehicles' dashboards.AR35356 is an
incredibly finely detailed set for the interior of the M113 with enough to
complete one vehicle with spares of the finer elements. Finally, if
you're as impressed with Tasca's Sherman 'Jumbo' as I was, AR35357
will allow you to accurately and easily replicate 'Cobra King' either with
the famous Bastogne hand applied text or prior without. Everything
can be applied in one go with a dotted line indicating the side panel to
aid alignment- superb! Comprehensive instructions are included as
usual with www.archertransfers.com the place for further information.

Limes Model laser cut acessories 

35026
AR35352

AR35352

AR35357

35014

35032
Archer Fine Transfers

This sub-brand from MPK Modellbau is new to me; Blue Cat Models who have
this brand new 1:48 kit to the market. If you're a 1:48 modeller and familiar with
Tamiya's range of quarter scale armour and soft skins, this kit appears similar in
approach with ease of construction in mind. The two sand coloured sprues are
very cleanly moulded as you'd expect from new tooling. The main body has a
drop in tub with simplified transmission, separate side panels incorporating the
trailing arms and clever interleaved roadwheels. The front wheels are well
produced but the detail on the sprocket is heavy, the track is moulded as single

lengths and also has pretty vague detail. On-vehicle tools are very well done
with optional covered headlamps offered and a good load of racked up jerry
cans as often seen on D.A.K. vehicles. A folded canvass hood and frame is a
nice touch, no doubt aftermarket resin hoods will become available also. A very
nice decal sheet provides three sets of Afrika Korps markings and colour guide.
A good looking kit and excellent subject to cover in 1:48. www.blue-cat.ch will
help you get your hands on one.

Blue Cat Models 1:48 Sd.Kfz.10 Demag (D.A.K.)
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Dragon's second release of the RSO family of vehicles is the RSO/3 (referred to
at times as the 'wooden cab' version). The slab sided cab without a fixed roof
and the Deutz diesel engine are the big differences between this and the
pressed steel enclosed cab RSO/1 which hopefully Dragon will hit us with next
as it's my favourite! Along with the Raupenschlepper Ost Dragon include their
PaK 38 release from a few years back which still builds into a good looking gun
although some of the detail is heavy in places compared to the newly tooled
RSO. The usual Dragon format welcomes you to have a good rummage though
the sprues with the backing card containing a small etched fret, decals and the
very nice Magic Track already removed from the sprues. The quality and detail
of the moulding is to the usual excellent Dragon standard. Starting with a look
at the running gear sprues I was keen to see if Dragon had addressed the
criticized road wheels which I'm pleased to see they have which much better
defined hub and bolt detail. The sprockets and axle parts appear as per the
previous release and having built this previously know that a certain amount of

care and alignment is necessary with poor locating points. It's also a help to
leave one of the sprockets off until the tracks are fitted as they are toothed front
and back and being fixed makes it difficult to align the tracks/sprocket teeth. A
nicely detailed engine is included, again all new as is the cab and cargo bed
with options offered of 'steel' or 'wood' parts (thankfully no wood grain has been
attempted) Some areas of the cab interior appear a little lacking at first glance;
no door interior detail is included and the steering levers look short from
memory. The 'screen is supplied as a single clear piece, as are the side screens
but no wipers or motors are included. The tarpaulin cover frames are nicely
moulded and the sides of the cargo bed can be displayed open with the racks
for the track extenders included and the extensions themselves which could of
course be added to the tracks. Great to see the RSOs covered by Dragon, not
without their niggles and some tricky assembly required (not helped by a few
usual mistakes in the instructions) but well worth the effort for the results.

Dragon 1:35 RSO/3 w/5cm PaK38

It's nice to see some samples of new sets from Fruilmodel as we've always been fans of
their individual link metal cast tracks with their excellent detail and unrivaled finished look of
the real thing plus they're robust in handling . As usual the links are separated left and right
and come with wire to form the track pins. All in 1:35 ATL-116 is to suit initial Tiger I with the
'mirrored pattern' tread. ATL-117 are the widely used P III / IV with open guide horns ('43 -
'45). ATL-118 are a must if you're planning the Hobby Boss PzIC as the kit track has fit
issues, this set includes a pair of drive sprockets also. Finally ALT-119 is to suit the flurry of
Neubaufahrzeug kits being released at the moment.www.friulmodel.hu has details of the full
range and if you're in the UK Historex Agents are the distributor. Essential.

Love or hate photoetched parts, there's no denying their place
in our hobby to take detail to another level, and as Adam's title
suggests, most of us will feel the need to 'deal' with it at some
point! Mr Wilder is best known for his innovative finishing
techniques but under all of that paint is some very fine
construction with a heavy leaning towards to use of photoetch.
This DVD is well produced with footage of Adam inspecting
museum vehicles tied in with the obvious instructional close ups
of cutting, folding, rolling soldering and gluing. Weather this is
new territory to you or you just want to improve on your
photoetched work there's plenty tips to draw on as Adam
describes his involved build of his T34/85 with Thoma mesh
screens which covers the majority of difficult tasks such as
working hinges, cylindrical fuel tanks and general fine and fiddly
stuff. At almost an hour and a half long there's enough going on
with the soundtrack and footage away from the workbench to
keep things interesting as well as the sensible split into
chapters. An impressive closing series of images blends the un-
painted and painted T34 and moves around the piece as if you
were viewing it yourself in the flesh. www.wilder.su has details of
the two English versions, German, Japanese and Russian also.
Historex Agents are a supplier in the UK.

Fruilmodel track upgrades

Dealing with Photoetch, DVD
by Adam Wilder
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new releases

By Craig Ellis, 8wheels-good
Published by 8wheels-good
Soft back landscape format 118 pages
www.blurb.com/bookstore/detail/1102388’hash’author-
bookshelf
ISBN 978-0-9563655-4-5
The last in this series which we’ve enjoyed very much, is probably my favourite
as it covers a diverse range of Pz IV based subjects including Brückenleger,
Munitionsschlepper, StuG IV, Dicker Max, Brummbar, Jagdpanzer and more
with fresh images and detailed study. Some of the images chosen are purely

from a rarity perspective from the extensive collection and will be of huge
interest to anyone interested in WWII German armour generally and of course
excellent modelling reference and information. If a StuG IV late is on your list of
‘to do’ builds there’s some detailed information and line drawings of the
swinging armour skits used on some of these last vehicles and photographs
proving their factory fitment. An excellent finale to these five volumes, along
with the supplementary volumes (including two future releases), provide an
indispensible reference on the PzKpfw IV with a great mix of interesting un-seen
photographs and well researched detailed captions. The titles can be ordered
from the Blurb website www.blurb.com, go to ‘bookstore’ and put ‘8wheels-
good’ into the search box to see all of the titles available.

PzKpfw at the Front, Vol 5:
Variants

Published by Model Art www.modelart.jp
Soft back portrait format 144 pages, Japanese text with some
English captions   
Another popular modelling subject covered by Model Art of Japan, as the title
suggests, StuGs F-8 to the final Gs are covered. The format follows previous releases
with a section on modelling projects covering Dragon/Cyberhobby and Tamiya kits in
1:35 including step-by-step visuals meaning you still get an idea of the main points
even without translated text. A large section is devoted to detailed walk-around shots
of museum examples, focussing as you'd expect on details with modelling in mind
and then the 'Detail Files' section which provides excellent visual reference by means
of 3D line drawings and plans indicating production changes through the history of
the vehicles with comprehensive coverage of all the external fittings, schurtzen, track,
mantlets etc- excellent if this is a new subject to you and you don't have access to
much reference. High quality colour plates provide unit and marking information plus
inspiration for an elaborate camo scheme should you wish to push your airbrush
skills to the limit. For me, the strongest chapter is the collection of walk-around detail
shots of the recently un-earthed early G complete in original paint and markings
sitting on Ostketten, unrivalled reference and unique, if only it could be preserved as
it was found. Language barrier aside a very busy and visual information-packed book
which won’t disappoint any StuG fan.

Model Art, AFV Profile 3, StuG III ‘Long Barrel’ By Adam Jonca
Published by Mushroom Model Publications
Soft back portrait format 88 pages
www.mmpbooks.biz
ISBN 978-83-89450-77-7
This second volume focusses on pre and early WWII tanks and
tractor units, primarily Vickers 6 ton Mk.E Tp.A, Vickers 6 ton Mk.E
Tp.B, C6P and C6T/C7P. Although these books are on a niche
subject, all the modelling reference you would want is here with the
bias defiantly on the visual side with large format period
photographs, excellent colour profiles (with some very attractive
markings) a nice set of pull-out plan drawings of the subject vehicles
in 1:35. Text is good and easy to read being mostly detailed
captions for the visuals.The period photographs provide a good
variety from factory fresh vehicles to post combat wrecks (some of
which with their German counterparts from early in the war) My
personal favourite selection of shots is of the C6 and C7 tractors in
their various guises as artillery tractor, recovery vehicle and
engineering vehicle with some great colour schemes suggested this
would prove excellent reference for kits of the quirky looking
workhorses. There's probably enough reference along with the
plans to build yourself one of the huge towed 122mm mortors and
the big ammunition trailer which would make for a very impressive
and unique display. These MMP / Stratus books continue to impress
with excellent content for the modeller and great value for money.  

Polish tracks and wheels 2
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The MK72 range of specialist injection moulded and resin kits in 1:72 grows
with the addition of the Marder II. This smartly boxed kit gives you a little bit of a
shock with the colour of the plastic but a good look at the two sprues shows a
very high level of detail and some very delicate and fine parts. Starting with the
three piece lower hull, the leaf spring suspension is moulded in place and well
rendered although there are some ejector pin marks to deal with. The wheels
and sprockets are also very nice as are the tracks supplied in long sections
designed to be flexible.The upper hull is well designed in a single part showing
some delicate and sharp moulding. An effort has been made to replicate the

tread plate pattern on the mudgaurds but this looks way too heavy to me. The
tools and fittings are beautifully done as are the armour plates of the
superstructure and shields of the Pak 40. The gun itself is split and will require
some careful alignment with more fine detail to the breech which extends into
the busy fighting compartment. Four choices of marking are provided including
the famous 'Coal Thief' from the Pz.Jg.Abt. 56,Eastern Front. A very nicely
detailed quality kit which is available direct from MPK if you can't find a local
supplier. www.mk72.ch

A first look for us at the top-quality products from Griffon Model. Some recent
releases here with the first being a massive 'Royal Edition' boxed set S-BPL
35010 for the Dragon Smart kit of the early / mid Jagdpanzer IV L/70 (V) This is
a very comprehensive set to say the least consisting of full mudgaurds with
skirt mounting fixtures, the side armour skirting itself (with various early/late
options), a set of general detail improvements for smaller fixtures, late flame
suppressor exhausts in resin and pre-formed brass tube, a resin armoured
antennae 'pot' (for command vehicles) a turned metal barrel and finally highly
detailed ammo crates complete with decals. Serious super detailing indeed,
very nicely presented with clear assembly instructions. Set L35A096 provides

the exhausts only for Pz Kpfw IV J based vehicles and LB35028 provides the
excellent turned aluminum gun barrel with the bonus of the ammo crates
included. Dragon's Brummbar comes in for attention with another two sets
which have been available for a while. L35022 gives you a full fighting
compartment including radios, ammo storage and floor while L35021 provides
full multi-part fenders, skirt hangers and various detailed fittings including
foliage hooks and even a zimmerit applicator. www.griffonmodel.com has
details of the full range of updates and also an impressive range of ultra-fine
brass tube and assembly tools. Historex Agents supply Griffon Model in the UK.

MPK Modellbau 1:72 Panzerjäger Marder II (Sd.Kfz.131)

Griffon Model upgrades
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new releases

Fans of British armour will be pleased to see Inside the Armour's regular new
releases of resin and etched brass upgrades. 35037 is a hessian tape
camouflage turret for Churchills (MkV, MkVI, late MkIV or AVREs from AFV Club)
which is a difficult and time consuming effect to achieve. The turret is hollow
with open hatches and separate base, the camo net textures are well rendered
although the nature of the surface means some areas fill in a little but could be
re-enhanced with careful painting. There is some cleaning of flash required and
some of the roof cast texture is a touch heavy in my opinion but worth working
on should you wish, ready to add the kit parts. 35042 is a full conversion set to
backdate your AFV Club Churchill to a MkI/II Mid/Late. The main chunk is the
turret which is nicely moulded with subtle cast textures and shapes and is

hollow with hatch apertures open to show off the interior gun breach and radio
set supplied. The rear sponsons and rear mud guards are also supplied in resin
along with numerous features particular to the early variants (we're assured our
pre-production sample has an excess of moulding flash). A nice brass fret
contains a sensible number of parts and a lovely tapered brass main gun and
co-axcel MG barrel. A CD guide on detailing your Churchill is also included in
PC format (unfortunately no good for our Apple Macs) Finally 35035 Sun
Compasses gives you two of each Bagnold (LRDG and SAS vehicles) and
standard Commonwealth compasses as highly detailed etched brass parts.
www.insidethearmour.com has details of the full range on offer of interior and
exterior detail and conversions.

Inside The Armour conversions

If anyone was to make a beautiful kit of this vehicle it would be ResiCast. The
delicate nature of the detail is perfectly suited to their excellent design and
casting skills in resin. Starting with the chassis, it’s good to see a floor
incorporating the chassis rails and basic engine sump detail, a solid platform to
build the kit on which fits perfectly to the main body section. Suspension and
axle are fully detailed and a choice of wheels with different tyre patterns (and
other optional parts and decals) allows you to finish the kit as a BEF version or
North African which is nice. On to the body which allows all of the hatches and
doors to be left open revealing the full interior detail which also extends to the

turret. The finesse of the whole kit is typical of ResiCast products which never
fail to impress with their quality of detail and the thought which goes into the
design of the assembly which certainly pays off in our experience of their kits. A
sensible amount of photoetched parts are included, only where it’s an
improvement over cast parts. Our pre-production sample has no assembly
plans but rest assured, as soon as they arrive we won’t be able to hold back
from starting this beauty! More details on all things ResiCast at
www.resicast.com

ResiCast 1:35 Morris C9

3503735035

35042
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This rather hefty volume of Nuts & Bolts strays slightly from their usual format in
that several vehicles are covered in different roles but all belong to the 'Maultier'
(mule) family of vehicles developed to cope with the adverse Russian weather
which proved too much for wheeled trucks. Although focussing on numerous
vehicles, the tried and tested Nuts & Bolts format still delivers a wealth of
information in duel English / German text aimed at the modeller. The main
variants covered are the Opel and Ford 2 ton versions and the giant Mercedes
4.5 ton, all now modelled without too much fuss thanks to some excellent new
kits on the market. Tony Greenland of the Nuts & Bolts team covers the
modelling and kit bashing projects producing some great looking subjects
including FlaK and Ambulance versions including quality scale plans should
you wish to build your own. A multitude of different preserved vehicles provide

the comprehensive 'walkaround' detailed reference shots inside, under and
around the maultiers. The quality of the photographs vary as they're from many
sources but all are included because of their relevant use as reference. Fully
detailed tables of the vehicle's deployment within wartime units and
development details of each model show the thorough research involved in
these volumes, but always my favourite are the collections of period
photographs and reproduced details from manuals. Most, if not all of these are
new to me with superb modelling inspiration and so many 'must-do'
dioramas...so many ideas and so little time...As usual, quality colour profiles
feature also to complete another fully-rounded reference from the team.
Perhaps one of my favourites due to the coverage of a number of vehicles,
certainly not to be missed by soft-skin enthusiasts.  

Nuts and Bolts 28 Gleisketten-LKWs 'Maultier'
By Joachim Baschin
Published by Nuts & Bolts
Soft back portrait format 160 pages www.nuts-bolts.de

AK Interactive
More quality finishing products from MIG Jimminez and the AK Interactive
brand starting with a couple of sets of three 35ml jars bundled together. AK 068
is to weather  DAK vehicles (or any desert finish really) with a filter, wash and
grime effect and AK 073 aimed at NATO vehicles with a filter, wash and rain
marks to suit the three colour camo schemes. We've been testing these
products more and more and are impressed with the consistency of finish and
convenience offered. Eight of these sets are now available. New to the range
are pigments powders, nine colours so far in earth and dust tones as well as
black and rust shades. These have good adhering qualities and can be fixed
further with application of their pigment fixer. These offer good value with the
35ml bottles filled to the brim. Someone was bound to produce a liquid
specifically to emulate the 'hairspray' technique resulting in chipped and flaking
paint finishes, so here it is. Two intensities 'worn effects' and 'heavy chipping'

are acrylic fluid which can be brushed or airbrushed between coats of acrylic
paint then teased away with water until you get the desired effect. I’ve used this
recently and the results are excellent.
A new line from AKI are a wide selection of lenses in different colours to add a
realistic touch to your vehicles in clear, red and amber in sizes from 1mm up to
5mm. Something we've seen before from various aftermarket suppliers are tow
chains, but rather than looking like cheap jewellery this has a convincing look
to the shape of the link and comes ready in a realistic colour.Another new line
are dry transfers, the first three suited to German vehicles with AK 105
providing Balkenkreuz in 1:35 and AK 106 the same in 1:72 and 1:48 while
AK110 provides white German turret numbers in 1:35 including command
vehicles- all represent good value and quality. Find a stockist near to you and
see the full ranges at www.ak-interactive.com
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new releases

Following on from their Daimler-Benz 170 V kit is this Police version with it's
stripped-down bodywork typical of the era from the German coach builders
such as Papler and Hebmüller. This kit shares two of the sprues with the
previous release of the Tourenwagen which we looked at in the last issue so
the fully detailed chassis and engine are again offered with optional display
of open bonnet to show the excellent engine detail. Other options offered
are the hood up or down, the erected hood is nice but the folded version is
probably the weakest part of the kit as it looks too tidy and ridged to me-
not a big issue as the box art and the MB web site have reference images
to make amends with some putty. Quality of detail and moulding is as good
as any of the contemporary kit manufactures on the market today with
some ultra-fine and sharp detail with the only throw-back to the Eastern
Block kits of old being that the parts numbers aren't on the sprues but we're
left to use a plan on the big broad sheet instructions. Vinyl tyres won't be to
everyone's taste and a more delicate civilian tread pattern may have been
more appropriate, I'm sure the after market will offer some resin
replacements along with maybe some closed canvass 'doors' although
again, easily replicated with some rolled-out putty. Decals are sparse
offering several Feldpolizei number plates and dials for the dashboard. A
great little kit of an unusual subject. www.mbltd.info shows the full
catalogue and other information on Master Box products.

Master Box 1:35 LRDG North Africa, WWII Master Box 1:35 'Patroling' Vietnam War Series
MB of the Ukraine have kindly sent us some of their latest releases starting with
this set of five British LRDG figures. Designed to suit the classic Tamiya Chevy
truck (thankfully re- released a while back) but the two pairs interacting and the
driver could easily adapt to other scenarios and vehicles, an excellent subject
choice. We were immediately impressed with the quality of sculpting and
moulding capturing the look of these specialist troops perfectly along with
numerous personal weapons and equipment all beautifully detailed. The
bearded faces show great expressions and character and should be a delight
to paint. An excellent set of figures in both subject and execution.

MB really do produce some great 'instant' dioramas and vignettes with their
figure sets, lovely little composed scenes of some unusual subjects- this
Vietnam grouping of five figures a great example. As we're used to seeing from
the likes of Dragon, the two sprues are split into the figures themselves and a
sprue of generic equipment and weapons including a choice of helmet or three
soft caps and hats, pack frames, rolled towels, flares, grenades and personal
side-arms. The figures are superbly sculpted with fine uniform detail and full
heads with excellent expressions, the centre piece is the local female who is
really well rendered, being questioned by the grunts who look as if they're in for
a long haul, weighed down with gear. Another well composed, sculpted and
moulded set of figures- top marks Master Box!

Master Box 1:35 Polizei-Kübelsitzwagen 

Until a few years back we were really limited for choice if you wanted to build a
military 'bike and sidecar, not the case now- who would have thought we'd be
offered a Russian combo as a quality injection moulded kit? Quality is certainly
the case as with all of the Zvezda new tooling we've seen recently, this kit has
superb levels of detail and is very cleanly moulded. A relatively high number of
parts will mean a few demanding little detailed areas but this will pay dividends
on the finished model. Usually an area for improvements on 1:35 'bikes are the
wheel spokes and tyres, these are as good as you could expect as moulded
plastic but would look better in etch should you choose (and presuming a set
becomes available). Where this kit really shines are the two pairs of figures.
Figures nicely matched to a 'bike and sidecar always look great and here you're
offered a pair in action riding and firing the 7.62 MG, and my favourites, a more
relaxed pair enjoying a drink and a sing-song with the accordion, the figures
are superb quality and benefit by having a set of handle bars with the hands
moulded in place, also the same with the MG. Highly recommended.

Zvezda 1:35 Soviet M-72 and crew 
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Repairing The Panzers Volume 2

By Lukas Friedli
Published by Panzerwrecks & Lukas Friedli
Hard back landscape format 256 pages
www.panzerwrecks.com
ISBN 978-1-908032-01-0

If you enjoyed Volume 1, Volume 2 certainly delivers more exciting information
and superb images differing slightly in as much as the information comes from
primary source documents written during WWII such as official orders, war
diaries, minutes of meetings and experience reports. The chapters are
arranged to provide logical access to the photographs and information with

sections such as ‘Maintaining the Tigers’, ‘Maintaining the Panthers’, ‘Spares
and Supplies in Action’ and ‘Deployment of the I-Dienste’ which covers action
in the desert and also winter showing the maintenance of vehicles in the
contrasting conditions. The full period of the War is covered from Poland in
1939 to the end in 1945 and also completed is the diary of Pz.AOK.4 Abt.V from
Volume 1. One of my favourite section covers maintenence vehicles with
fantastic FAMO photographs and interesting text on how vehicles were
used.The quality and rarity of the photographs again in Volume 2 are
unbeatable modelling reference along with excellent layout and presentation
with very readable and explanatory text. An absolute must for anyone with an
interest in German armour which is highly recommended by us. Thanks to
Panzerwrecks for the sample copy
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MIG Productions

A couple of new 1:35 figures here from MIG Productions, both cast cleanly to
the usual high standard in cream resin.MP 35-333 is a U.S.Marine RTO (OIF)
beautifully posed and sculpted fully laden with gear shouting into his handset.
Two diameters of wire are included to add the cable but some instructions to
placement would help. MP 35-334 is in a lovely relaxed pose, hands in pockets,
which captures the Airborne uniform just right, 82nd Airborne to be exact and
he’s a medic carrying extra equipment, only the head to add and he’s ready to
paint. MIG pigments are renowned for their quality and five new colours are
introduced to the range. PO45 Faded Corsair Blue and PO46 Old Aluminium
are probably aimed at the aircraft modeller, but PO47 Dark Granit, PO48 Faded
Green and PO49 are suitable for a number of applications and ideal for

groundwork. New from MIG Productions are modelling brushes, these samples
are bundled into handy setsin the 501 Abt. range and reasonably priced. Set 1
contains ABT830-10/0, ABT830-4/0, ABT830-0 for very fine work, set 2 of
ABT835-4, ABT835-1, ABT835-2 gives you flat brushes suitable for base coats,
washes etc. Finaly set 3 gives an all-round mix of the other sets with ABT835-2,
ABT830-0, ABT830-10/0, ABT835-1. I’m presuming (as there’s no mention on
the packaging) these brushes are synthetic by their appearance, the handle
has a good wide feel to it and they look to hold a good point, we’ll certainly be
giving them a try. MIG Productions are distributed Worldwide and the place to
keep up to date is www.migproductions.com

set 1 set 2

set 3

MP35-333
MP35-334
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In early 1939 the German Waffenamt

issued an order for the development of a

specific flame throwing tank to be used by

the armed forces. MAN was awarded the

contract to construct the chassis while

Wegmann Co. Kassel got the contract to

build the superstructure and the turret. It

was decided to use the Panzer 2 Ausf D/E

chassis as the basis for this work. The

chassis featured innovative torsion bar

suspension but it didn’t prove to be any

better than the current models used so

production was stopped after only small

numbers. 151 Panzer II Ausf D/E’s where

converted into Flammpanzers II’s. The

basic hull wasn’t altered that much, but fuel

and compressed air cylinders where

mounted in armoured covers mounted on

the left and right fenders. Two small

rotating turrets where mounted on the front

fenders for the flame throwers. Each turret

could make up to 80 “shots” from the

combined 360 litres of fuel carried at a

range of up to 40 meters. The tank turret

was completely new and smaller, with a

lower profile than a standard Panzer II

turret. It featured two front vision visors with

an MG-34 in a ball mount in the centre. The

Flammpanzer 2’s where issued to

Panzerabteilung (F) 100 & 101. They didn’t

prove to be very successful in combat and

the two battalions where disbanded. The

remaining chassis were converted to

Marder II tank destroyers while the turrets

where put into stowage and later used in

fortifications on the Atlantic Wall. 

Flammpanzer - Chris Leeman:Layout 1  20/12/2011  12:23  Page 1
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There are a few options on the market if you want a

1/35 kit of the Flammpanzer II. Russian

manufactures ICM & Alan make a kit although I

believe both of these are now under different labels

(the Alan kit is now made by ARK & the ICM kit by

Alanger). There has also been a resin offering from

Azimut/Ironside which I don’t think is still in

production although can still be found fairly easily

online. My original plan had been to use the Azimut

kit but I finished up using the ICM kit as the base for

this model, which while far better than the Azimut

kit, still had some issues which we’ll now deal with.

Since then Bronco have also released a state of the

art version of the gun tank and maybe the Flamm

will follow? 
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The basic lower and upper hull where

constructed as per the kit constructions.

The kit fenders, drivers & radio operators’

rain guard and the front glacis splash guard

where all removed and sanded smooth.

These where then replaced with etched

items from the Eduard set meant for the

ICM Panzer II Ausf D kit. While some items

obviously aren’t applicable for this model, it

is definitely well worth getting for the ones

that are. The etched fenders are meant to

be glued over the kit ones and as such

don’t have the outer lip edge. I made this

from thin plastic strip. I also added punch

and die bolts down both fenders outer

edge. 

The Panzer II Ausf D/E has a shock

absorber assembly on the first and last

bogie station on each side. The ICM kit

doesn’t have the front ones at all and have

sort of incorporated the rear ones with the

rear idler tensioner.  I removed the rear

detail and rebuilt both the front and rear

shocker absorbers out of plastic card and

rod. The track tensioners were rebuilt using

plastic rod and Grandt Line hex bolts. 

The rear air intake and muffler where taken

from the Azimut kit and the etched screen

from the Eduard set used. Light fittings and

the smoke candle rack were replaced with

superior DML items. The spare track

retaining bracket is from the Eduard set,

detailed with copper wire and Grandt Line

wing nuts. 

I finished up laminating 20 thou plastic card to the
Azimut parts and then sanding them til they
looked more like the original turrets. The ends of
the flame tubes were replaced with steel tubing
taken from a hypodermic needle, cut to size.

The fender mounted smoke grenade
launchers needed quite a bit of work. A
mixture of ICM, Azimut and DML rifle bolt
mechanisms produce a more accurate
rendition. The front flame turrets in both kits
are wrong.
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There are some air intakes on the side of

the hull. I removed the moulded on grilles

and replaced them with new ones made

from plastic stip. The shovel & axe are resin

items from Plus Models. The spare wheel

had plastic tubing added to its centre to

reflect the correct diameter and holes were

drilled around the circumference to

represent the bolt holes. A holding bracket

for the spare wheel was made from brass

strip detailed with a Grandt Line hex bolt.

The tarp was made from thinly rolled

Apoxie-Sculpt 2 part epoxy putty. The jerry

cans are DML items, with lead foil straps to

hold them in place.

The Azimut turret is just way too small and

as such unusable. The ICM turret is better,

although its profile isn’t quite right. The

angle of the front top plate should be

steeper than what the kit shows. I cut out

this section, added 20 thou plastic card

and sanded it til I got an angle I was happy

with. The machine gun mount isn’t right on

the ICM kit, so the one from the Azimut kit

was shaved off and added in its place. 

The MG-34 barrel was replaced with the

excellent blue finish version from Adler’s

Nest. A new periscope cover on the outside

of the hatch was made from 5 thou plastic

card. The side and rear vision armoured

visors where replaced with more accurate

items from my spares box. 

The trailer came from the Tamiya UE tractor

kit and was a left over from another project.

The picture I was basing this model on

(from the excellent Nuts & Bolts Volume 24,

a must have book if doing any of the Panzer

2 Ausf D/E based vehicles) showed one of

these trailers being towed behind it. The

trailer was pretty well built straight from the

box with just a few additions. Bolt heads

were added in various areas including on

top of the fenders. 

These where made by pushing a .5 mm

drill shank inverted in a pin vice through

some lead foil on a piece of vulcanised

rubber. It’s a great way to make loads of

domed rivets very quickly. The load in the

trailer was made from various bits and

pieces from the scrap box, all covered with

a tarp made from thinly rolled Apoxie-

Sculpt two part putty.
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First of all the model was sprayed in Gunze

H401 dark grey. This was basically going to

be my pre-shading coat. Next came Gunze

H305  grey. The markings were then

applied using steel stencils from both

Eduard and Voyager. Then using Gunze

H51 light gull grey, I applied the first layer of

chipping and scratches. For this I used a

combination of small pieces of sponge and

a 000 paint brush. Next the same process

was done again although this time using

Gunze H12 flat black.  The application was

a bit more “intense” than the lighter colour.

The model now received a wash of artist

gouache. For this I used a combination of

Van Dyke brown and Raw Umber, heavily

thinned with water with a drop of dish

washing liquid added which helps to break

the tension of the water and allow it to flow

better. I like to use the gauche for washes

because when its dry excess can be easily

removed with a moistened cotton bud. 

It can also be “reactivated” with a brush

dipped in water allowing you to control the

effects you want. 

Once the gauche had dried and the excess

was removed, the model then received a

light dry brushing of Humbrol 121 matt pale

stone that has had some Windsor &

Newton Titanium White added. Mixing the

enamel colour with the oils allows the paint

to feather better and doesn’t dry out as

quickly and clog your brush. 

The entire model then received a coat of

Gunze H20 flat clear to ready itself for the

next step. The model now received a wash

of pigments, mixed with water into a light

slurry, for this I used a combination of

different colours from the MIG pigments

range. This wash was applied over the

entire model. A heavier application was

made into the corners and recess as well

as the lower hull.  
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Once dry, excess was removed with a

broad flat brush lightly moistened. I made

sure that the movement of the brush was

always in an up and down motion,

especially on vertical surfaces. This

process helps to create the effect of rain

marks and streaking. 

I used Fruilmodel tracks for this project as I

like the ease of ‘working’ tracks. They may

cost more but I feel the end result is worth

the extra expense. I usually paint my tracks

but this time I wanted to try something

different and use Blacken-It. For those who

don’t know, this is an antiquing fluid used

on metal to basically age the metal. The

tracks were first assembled, and then left

in some plain white vinegar for a day. This

helps prepare the white metal tracks for the

Blacken-It. The tracks were removed from

the vinegar and thoroughly rinsed and then

dried. I then poured enough Rust it into a

plastic container so that when the tracks

are placed in, they are fully submerged.

How long you leave the tracks will

determine how much they discolour. I left

my tracks in for around 1 hour. Usually

when you start to see a cloudy milky

brown colour coming off the tracks they

are about ready to remove. 

Once out they are given a good rinse

in water and left to dry. They

then received a coating of

the pigment wash and

left to dry. 

The excess was then

removed with a

toothbrush. Then

the contact areas of

the track where

lightly sanded to

expose the bare

metal underneath. 
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I figured the Germans wouldn’t of bothered

spraying the trailer, especially since it was

so early into the conflict and would still be

in French green. 

The figure was from Passion Models and is

very nicely done. The only extra added was

the ‘comms’ leads which were added from

thin wire. The rest of the figure was painted

with a combination of enamels, oils &

acrylics. The collar tabs where Archer

transfers.
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Well that’s it. A bit of work but

worth it in the end I think. Being

such a big fan of the vehicle

certainly helped me through

some rough patches. Hopefully

one of the major manufacturers

will do us all a big favour and

release a new version of this

wonderful little tank. 
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I must say a big thank you to Fabio Sacchi

for his help and advice during this build and

for his very kind donation of a spare Model

Kasten wheel that I used on the rear deck

which looked far better than the original kit

wheel I had previously used during the

build.
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